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To abZ whom it mag concern: 
Be itknown that I, HIRAN S. MAXIM,O~ the 

city of Brooklyn, countg,of Kings, and State of 
TTew York, have invented certain new and ose- 

5 ful Improvements in Electric Lamps; and I do 
hereby declare tke following to be a full and 
exact description of the invention, reference 
being had to the drawings accompanying and 
forming a part of the specification. 

io My invention relates to electric lampsgiving 
light by the incandescence of a continuousstrip 
of carbon, or of asubstanceposses;ringthesame 
characteristics contained within an exhausted 
glws receiver. In these lamps, as is well 

5 known, the carbon is included in the electric 
circait by attachments directly, or by theinter- 
position of pieces of carbon of relatively large 
size, to metallic conductors. In order to secure 
a durable connection between the wiresand the 

'0 carbons, i t  is necessary either to enlarge that 
portion of the latter with which the metal comes 
i n  contact or to employ instead washers or 
blocks of carbon of relatively large size, which 
inclose the ends of the carbon strip and con- 

5 nect with suitable holders in conlmuuication 
with the wires. This necessity arises from the 
intense heat of the incandesceut portion of the 
carbon, due to its reduced size and high resist- 
ance, and unless some refractory substance in 

0 sufficierrt quantity te convey the current with- 
out becoming incandescent be interposed, as 
set forth, the counections would soon be de- 
stroyed. The means .hitherto resorted to for 
obviat'ing this difficulty fulfill only in a slight 

5 degree the end for which they are designed,on 
account of certain rapical defects in their con- 
struction and operation, which 1,will now pro- 
ceed to point oat. In  all cases, so far aa I am 
at present aware, where the enlarged ends were 

D integral with the main body of the carbon the 
inc rew in size was made so abrupt that square 
shoulders were left a t  those points where the 
delicate strip ended and the enlargements be- 
ban. Cgrbons thus formed break off in a short 

5 time at orrery near theshoulders. Thecauw 
operating tobring this about are that the heat,at 
these points is necessarily greater than at any 
others, for owing to the surrounding Inam 01 
carbon it is largely prevented from radiating. 

) It is further caused by a strong tendency 01 
Ghe electric ourrent in the high vacuum tha+ 

these lamps require to leave the condac ting 
material, when itsdirection isaltered,at asharp 
angle,and to form an arc across the angle thus 
formed near its vertex. This effectsa mechan- 55 
ical transfer or displacement of the particles 
of carbon which eatsaway the conducting-strip 
at one point until an actual separation of the 
parts occurs, and the lamp is thereby rendered 
useless. Where a carbon is formed with the 60 
clamping ends enlarged suddenly, so as to form 
a square shonlder, the current, when concen- 
trated, as i t  were, in passing from the enlarge- 
lnent to the main part of the conductor does 
not confine itself to the carbon, but passes 65 
across the angular space in the form of an arc, 
which rapidly destroys thelamp. When clamps 
or washers of carbon are employed a further 
difficulty is encountered in securing a perfect 
electrical contact, without which the washers 7 0  
am eaten away by minute arcs at those por- 
tions in mechanical contact only with the in- 
candesce~~ t strip. 

The object of my invention is toso improve 
the construction of the carbons as to entirely 75 
avoid the detrimental effects of the current led 
through them in the manner described iu the 
foregoing; and this I acconlplish as f0110ws: 
The strips are formed of carbon or any com- 
pound possessing similar characteristics by 80 
any of the usual methods,with a diameter and 
density necessary for offering the desired 
amount of resistance. The ends of the strips, 
as hitherto; are enlarged, but the increase in 
size is gradual, so that butts or clamping ends 85 
are formed, which taper down gradually to the 
size of the incandescent portion. 

In the accompanying drawings I haveillus- 
trated my invention as applied to carbons of 
various kinds. 

Figure 1 is a theoretical illustration of the 90 

invention. . In this it is evident that with a sin- 
gle step or shoulder the current would have a 
tendency to leave the cprbon and form an arc, 
and that in proportion to the increase in the 95 
number of the steps this tendency would be 
lessened until, with a taper or curve, i t  would 
be reduced to a minimum. Fig. 2 shows a 
conductor which is made from a flat strip of 
fibrons material bent into the form of a loop roo 
and then carbonized. The ends are enlarged 
and taper down gradually to the desiredsize for 



the strip. Figs. 3 and 4 are other forms of car- 
bonsembodying my invention. Figs. 5, G,and 
7 are loops of carbon cut from fibrous material 
and carbonized. They are designed to illns- 

5 trate the various shapes that may be given to 
the ends; and Figs. 8 and 9 are the~ret~ical 
viewsof strips, showing different curves which 
may be ernpl?yed in reducing the size of the 
ends. 

10 In  all thefigures the letter Arepreseuts the 
enlarged end,whichis straight along a portion 
of its length, and tapersdomn on one or more 
sides, as a t  f3, to conform to the shape and size 
of theincandescent portion C. Clamping ends 

15 are thusformed,mhich, from their sizc, convey 
the current without beconling heated to incan- 
descence,and thus protect the r~ietallic connee- 
tions. 

The invention is applicable to all forms of 
20 continuous carbon conductors designed for in- 

candescent lighting, howem. they may be 
made. 

Raving thus described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
I'atelll-, is- 25 

1. In  an iucanclesceat electxic lanq~,theconi- 
binat'ion, with the couduct,ors sealcd therein, 
of t~ contin~ons conductor of carbon gradually 
enlarged at or near its ends, substhntially aa 
and for the purposes set forth. 30  

2. A continuous conductor of carbon for use 
with an incandescei~t electric lamp,consisting 
of the stem C,liaving enlarged portion A and 
gradu:illy-tapering portion B, substantially as 
arid for the purposes set forth. 35 

In  testimony whereof Ihsve  hereunto set nly 
hand this 29th day of March, 1881. 

RIltAM S. MAXIM. 

Witnesses: 
W. STANLEY, J1'. , 
TVnr. R. TUCKER. 


